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Abstract
We present mtrain, a convenience tool
for machine translation. It wraps existing
machine translation libraries and scripts to
ease their use. mtrain is written purely
in Python 3, well-documented, and freely
available.1
Machine translation libraries usually focus on core
model training, while data preparation and auto-
matic evaluation are left to the user. This presents
a barrier to experimental reproducibility, rapid pro-
totyping, and entry to the field from neighbour-
ing disciplines. In the spirit of the Experimen-
tal Management System for Moses (Koehn, 2010),
our tool is meant to automate these tasks.
mtrain is designed to handle most aspects of
a machine translation experiment: it manages pre-
processing, model training, and automatic evalua-
tion. Preprocessing involves automatically split-
ting a data set into training, validation, and test
sets; tokenization; casing; byte-pair encoding; and
normalization. On top of these standard prepro-
cessing steps, mtrain can also deal with inline
XML markup and intelligently transfer XML tags
to translations (Müller, 2017).
Our tool provides training automation for statis-
tical phrase-based models with Moses (Koehn et
al., 2007) and neural RNN encoder-decoder mod-
els with Nematus (Sennrich et al., 2017). Af-
ter training, mtrain offers automatic evaluation
of translation quality. It outputs the well-known
BLEU, TER, and METEOR metrics (Clark et al.,
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2011). Given a folder that contains trained mod-
els, the separate component mtrans can be used
to translate from files or standard input.
All steps can be configured with config files or
command line options, but default settings already
lead to functional baseline systems, making it eas-
ier for inexperienced users to use the tool. Going
forward, we consider wrapping additional machine
translation libraries that are native Python 3, such
as Sockeye (Hieber et al., 2017).
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